
Haywards Heath & District Table Tennis League 
Season 2012/2013 
 
Matchday 11 (19th December 2012) 
 
Premier Division 
 
Still only one point separates Bullets and Bats with both winning 6-4 this week. 
Dynamos move into third place following an 8-2 win over Warriors. 
 
Bullets lead by one point with a 6-4 victory over Lindfield Thunderbolts. Fred 
Bodeau was in fine form winning all three including a first win over Andrew 
Sharland. David Champneys also won all three. For Thunderbolts one each for 
Andrew Sharland, Eric Smith and David Metcalfe. Andrew and Eric defeated 
Andy Steel and David Champneys in the doubles. 
 
A similar score line for Bats vs Cuckfield. Bats Terry Dean and Les Hopkins 
won three each prior to Les and Samantha Monk losing the doubles to Bev 
Godfrey and Jim Griffin. For Cuckfield one all round for Paul Read, Bev Godfrey 
and Jim Griffin. Final score 6-4 to Bats. 
 
Dynamos are now in third place following a maximum point’s win over Warriors. 
For Dynamos trebles for both Matthew Caddy and Mounis Abosedira plus the 
all important one from Peter Caddy and the doubles win for Matthew and 
Mounis giving them an 8-2 win. For Warriors one each for Kate Cheer and Brian 
Taite. Annabel Bridger and Brian Taite lost the doubles in the fifth to Matthew 
Caddy and Mounis Abosedira   
 
A well deserved tie between Hang Em High and Burgess Tigers with most 
matches going the full distance. Two each for Steve Chambers and Michael 
Bridger with one from Toby Champneys. For Tigers two each from Mike Day 
and Angus Ogg and a good doubles win to tie the match from Angus and Mike 
against Steve and Michael. 
 
Division One 

 
Third placed Wanderers took full advantage of the postponed match between 
leaders Magiks and The X Men to jump three points in the lead following a 10-0 
win over the junior team New Lads. Trebles all round for Phil Harvey, Ray 
Parker and Marcin Andrzejewski plus the doubles for Ray and Marcin over Alex 
Bryant and Daniel Booth. For New Lads Alex Bryant did well to take a set off 
Ray Parker and go to five with Phil Harvey as both these players were in the 
Premier last season. The Booth brothers Daniel and Peter are quickly making 
their mark this half and are looking forward to some wins next half. 
 
Another junior team Misfits went down 6-4 to Ashenground who had a treble 
from Tony Pells to thank for their win. For Ashenground three from Tony Pells 
and one each for Elliott Brooks-Wadham and Shirley Williams. Shirley and Tony 
had to rely on the doubles for the 6-4 win. For Misfits two apiece for David Lea 



and Alex Jeffery with third player Noah Loncar taking a set off Elliott and 
Shirley. 
 
Gangsters may have had an 8-2 win over The Wild Bunch but with six of the ten 
games going to four and five sets it could have been so different. For Gangsters 
a well earned treble for Vincent L’Estrange with Nooch Staplehurst and Jim 
Edwell both grabbing two each. 
For The Wild Bunch two for Tom Christophersen plus losing the third game 12-
10 in the fifth to Vincent. Juniors Luca Christophersen and Kate Bridger are 
losing in the fourth and fifth sets this half but will be looking to be winning in the 
second half of the season.  
 
Another match report from our Ghost reporter: 
‘The world class Wild Bunch were again beaten, this time by Gangsters. The 
terrific Tom beat both Nooch and Jim, whilst Kate (fabulous player) and Luca 
(another amazing player) sadly lost all their games. One day we will win. 
Well done to the Gangsters with their 8-2 win over The Wild Bunch. Thank you 
and good night’. 
 
A note to all teams – Can you get your entry in for the Pairs Competition and 
send this to Kevin Deacon. 
 
Report by Brian Taite  
 
 


